Mutations in ras and p53 are the most prevalent mutations found in human nonmelanoma skin cancers. Although some p53 mutations cause a loss of function, most result in expression of altered forms of p53, which may exhibit gain-of-function properties. Therefore, understanding the consequences of acquiring p53 gainof-function versus loss-of-function mutations is critical for the generation of effective therapies for tumors harboring p53 mutations. Here we describe an inducible mouse model in which skin tumor formation is initiated by activation of an endogenous K-ras G12D allele. Using this model we compared the consequences of activating the p53 gain-of-function mutation p53 R172H and of deleting the p53 gene. Activation of the p53 R172H allele resulted in increased skin tumor formation, accelerated tumor progression, and induction of metastasis compared with deletion of p53. Consistent with these observations, the p53 R172H tumors exhibited aneuploidy associated with centrosome amplification, which may underlie the mechanism by which p53 R172H exerts its oncogenic properties. These results clearly demonstrate that p53 gain-of-function mutations confer poorer prognosis than loss of p53 during skin carcinogenesis and have important implications for the future design of therapies for tumors that exhibit p53 gain-of-function mutations.
Introduction
Nonmelanoma skin cancer (NMSC) is the most common form of human cancer, with incidence rates dramatically rising during the last decade, perhaps as a result of increased sun exposure and the continuous depletion of the ozone layer (1, 2) . It is widely accepted that squamous cell carcinomas (SCCs), which are responsible for the majority of NMSC-related deaths, result from the accumulation of genetic alterations (3) . Understanding the role of these genetic lesions in the etiology of skin cancer is essential for designing improved therapies for cancer treatment and prevention.
Mutations in ras genes are found in approximately 10%-30% of human skin SCCs (4, 5) , and mice subjected to chemical carcinogenesis protocols by initiation with dimethylbenz[a]anthracene (DMBA) and tumor promotion with 12-O-tetradecanoylphorbol-13-acetate (TPA) develop skin tumors that exhibit H-ras mutations in more than 90% of the cases (6) . In addition, mice treated with the carcinogen N-methyl-N′-nitro-N-nitrosoguanidine and H-ras-null mice subjected to DMBA/TPA protocols develop skin tumors that carry oncogenic mutations in the K-ras gene, suggesting that mutations in K-ras can substitute for H-ras mutations in skin cancer initiation (7, 8) . Several mouse models have previously documented that overexpression of oncogenic H-ras or K-ras in the skin can induce tumor formation (9) (10) (11) (12) . However, activation of ras genes associated with skin cancer initiation may not necessarily result in overexpression of the mutant ras allele, suggesting that mutation of endogenous ras in the mouse may better reproduce the initial event in human skin carcinogenesis.
More than 50% of human cutaneous SCCs carry mutations in the p53 gene, most of which are missense mutations that result in the change of a single amino acid and expression of altered forms of p53 (13, 14) . Some of these p53 mutations can promote tumorigenicity when introduced into p53-null cells, suggesting that they acquire gain-of-function properties (15, 16) . Several lines of evidence, including clinical observations, suggest that tumors containing putative p53 gain-of-function mutations may have a poorer prognosis than those with loss of p53 (17) . In addition, 2 recently generated knockin mouse models provided evidence to suggest that mutant p53 may also exhibit gain-of-function properties in vivo (18, 19) . We previously generated a transgenic mouse model that overexpressed p53 R172H (equivalent to human p53 R175H ) in the epidermis and found that these mice exhibited accelerated chemical carcinogenesis (20) . Since the p53 R172H transgene was expressed at levels 4- to 8-fold higher than WT p53, it was unclear whether p53 R172H functioned as a true gain-of-function mutation in the genetic sense.
Here we describe the generation of an inducible mouse model for skin cancer based on the focal activation of an endogenous K-ras G12D allele and gain- or loss-of-function mutations in p53. This model allowed us to compare the consequences of activating endogenous p53 gain-of-function versus loss-of-function mutations during skin cancer development. To our knowledge, this is the first study in which these mutations have been compared in a tissue-specific manner with a common initiating event (K-ras G12D ). In this context, the mutant p53 R172H allele clearly exhibits gain-of-function properties that contribute to skin cancer initiation and malignant progression.
Results

Activation of an endogenous K-ras G12D mutation initiates skin tumor formation.
To activate an endogenous oncogenic ras mutation in mouse skin, as occurs in human sporadic skin cancer, we generated mice in which the K-ras G12D mutation could be focally induced in the skin by crossing LSL-K-ras G12D mice with K5.Cre*PR1 mice (K5Cre*-Ras mice) (21, 22) . The LSL-K-ras G12D mice carry an endogenous K-ras allele that contains the G12D mutation, a mutation frequently found in human tumors, and a stop cassette flanked by loxP sites (LSL) that keeps the LSL-K-ras G12D allele silent until the stop cassette is deleted by Cre recombinase ( Figure 1B) . The K5.Cre*PR1 mice express an inducible Cre recombinase under the control of the keratin 5 (K5) promoter. In these mice the inducible Cre is expressed in stratified epithelia including the skin and remains inactive until activation with RU486. Topical application of RU486 to the skin of K5Cre*-Ras mice activates Cre in the epidermis, which results in deletion of the stop cassette from the LSL-K-ras G12D allele and expression of endogenous K-ras G12D ( Figure 1B) .
To determine whether endogenous activation of K-ras G12D can initiate skin tumor formation, we treated K5Cre*-Ras mice with a single topical application of RU486 (1 mg/ml) and weekly applications of the tumor promoter TPA. We found that K5Cre*-Ras mice developed skin tumors 7-10 weeks after tumor promotion ( Figure  1A ). Mice that were not treated with RU486 did not develop skin tumors, indicating that the inducible system was tightly regulated in vivo. PCR analysis with primers that flank the stop cassette in the LSL-K-ras G12D allele, using DNA purified from the skin of mice that were treated with RU486 and untreated mice, confirmed that the K-ras G12D allele was only activated in the RU486-treated skin, proving that activation of conditional alleles in this model only occurred after treatment with RU486 ( Figure 1 , B and C). The tumors that developed in K5Cre*-Ras mice exhibited similar levels of the activated mutant K-ras G12D and WT alleles, indicating that the tumors consisted primarily of epithelial cells that activated the mutant K-ras G12D allele ( Figure 1C ). The skin tumors that arose in the K5Cre*-Ras mice were benign papillomas histologically similar to those generated in classic 2-stage chemical carcinogenesis protocols using DMBA/TPA ( Figure 1D ). Analysis of keratin expression revealed that the K5Cre*-Ras papillomas expressed K14 in the entire epithelial component of the tumors, K13 in the most differentiated layers of the papillomas, and K6 in all the epithelial layers of the tumor (Figure 1 , E and F), a keratin expression pattern similar to that observed in chemically induced papillomas (23, 24) .
Overall, these results demonstrate that activation of an endogenous oncogenic ras allele can initiate skin tumor formation. These results also document that the inducible Cre mice are ideal for generating mouse models for skin cancer and for testing the cooperativity of discrete genetic alterations detected in sporadic human cancers.
The p53 R172H gain-of-function mutation contributes to skin cancer initiation and accelerates carcinoma formation. To determine whether endogenous ras and p53 mutations cooperate during skin carcinogenesis, we used the inducible system to generate mice in which endogenous ras and p53 mutations could be activated in the skin. Since most p53 mutations that occur in human tumors, including NMSC, are missense mutations that may exhibit gain-of-function properties (25) , it was important to determine whether endogenous p53 gain-of-function and loss-of-function mutations confer different skin cancer susceptibility. To this end, we generated mice in which the K-ras G12D and p53 R172H alleles could be activated in the skin upon treatment with RU486 (K-ras-p53 R172H/WT mice), by crossing K5Cre*-Ras mice with Neo-p53 R172H mice, which carry a conditional p53 R172H allele (18) (Figure 2A) . To compare the effects of the p53 R172H gain-of-function mutation with loss of p53, we also generated mice in which the K-ras G12D mutation and deletion of p53 could be induced in the skin (K-ras-p53 f/WT mice) by crossing the K5Cre*-Ras mice with floxed p53 mice (p53 f ) (26) ( Figure  2B ). The breeding strategy followed to generate these mice allowed us to compare K-ras-p53 R172H/WT and K-ras-p53 f/WT littermates, thereby minimizing genetic background effects. We found that after treatment with TPA, the K-ras-p53 R172H/WT mice developed 3-fold more tumors than K-ras-p53 f/WT mice and mice carrying 2 WT p53 alleles (K-ras-p53 WT/WT ) ( Figure 2C ). These results indicate that the gain-of-function p53 R172H mutation, but not a p53 loss-offunction mutation, cooperates with K-ras G12D in skin cancer initiation. In addition, we found that carcinoma development was dramatically accelerated in K-ras-p53 R172H/WT mice compared with K-ras-p53 f/WT and K-ras-p53 WT/WT mice ( Figure 2D ). Thus, by 32 weeks, 90% of the K-ras-p53 R172H/WT mice had developed skin carcinomas compared to 5% of K-ras-p53 WT/WT littermates and 30% of the K-ras-p53 f/WT mice. These data suggest that expression of an endogenous p53 R172H allele dramatically accelerates malignant progression of skin tumors compared with loss of p53. Of note, carcinoma formation in K-ras-p53 f/WT mice was accelerated compared with K-ras-p53 WT/WT littermates, in agreement with the accelerated malignant progression observed in homozygous and heterozygous p53 knockout mice subjected to 2-stage chemical carcinogenesis protocols (27) , thereby confirming that loss of p53 plays a role in skin cancer progression.
Since mutant p53 can bind and inactivate WT p53 (28), our results could be interpreted either as a consequence of the acquisition of gain-of-function properties of mutant p53 R172H or due to dominant-negative effects of p53 R172H toward WT p53. To address this question we generated mice that, in addition to carrying the K-ras G12D allele, also carry either 1 p53 R172H allele and 1 p53 f allele (K-ras-p53 R172H/f mice) or 2 p53 f alleles (K-ras-p53 f/f mice). After activation of Cre in the skin by treatment with RU486, the K-ras-p53 R172H/f mice express mutant p53 R172H in the absence of WT p53. Therefore, a dominant-negative effect for p53 R172H is ruled out in this model. Tumor formation in K-ras-p53 R172H/f mice was compared with K-ras-p53 f/f mice, which do not express p53 in Cre-activated cells. We observed that after treatment with TPA, the K-ras-p53 R172H/f mice developed more tumors than K-ras-p53 f/f mice ( Figure 2E ), and conversion to malignant carcinomas was also significantly accelerated in K-ras-p53 R172H/f mice compared with K-ras-p53 f/f mice ( Figure 2F ). Activation of the conditional alleles in the skin tumors that developed in these mice was confirmed by PCR using specific primers for the activated alleles (Figure 2G) . These findings were supported by the detection of mutant p53 in the nuclei of skin tumors that developed in K-ras-p53 R172H/f mice, primarily in the basal cells of the epithelial component of the tumors (Supplemental Figure 1 ; supplemental material available online with this article; doi:10.1172/JCI31721DS1), confirming that these tumors originated from epithelial cells that had activated the mutant p53 R172H allele.
Expression of endogenous p53 R172H results in formation of malignant skin carcinomas and metastasis. Histological analysis revealed that 60% of the carcinomas that developed in K-ras-p53 R172H mice were spindle cell carcinomas that consisted primarily of epithelial cells that showed little differentiation and large areas of spindle cells, which are the most undifferentiated and malignant cells in this type of tumor (29) (Figure 3A) . In contrast, carcinomas that arose in K-ras-p53 f/f mice were differentiated SCCs with abundant keratin pearls and an absence of spindle cells ( Figure 3B) . A more detailed characterization of tumor differentiation using antibodies specific for keratins revealed that K14 was only expressed in restricted areas of the K-ras-p53 R172H/f carcinomas ( Figure 3C ). These K14-positive areas of the tumors failed to express K13, a molecular marker for early stages of skin carcinogenesis (30) ( Figure 3C ). In addition, these tumors induced expression of the simple epithelial K18, a keratin that is not expressed in normal epidermis but that has been associated with late stages of skin carcinogenesis (31) . K18 was expressed in epithelial areas of the tumors that were negative for K14 ( Figure 3G ). These observations are in contrast with the widespread expression of K14 in the K-ras-p53 f/f carcinomas, which also expressed K13 in the most differentiated areas of the tumor ( Figure 3D ). Moreover, the K-ras-p53 f/f carcinomas showed complete absence of K18 ( Figure  3H ), again suggesting that these tumors represent earlier stages of progression compared with the K-ras-p53 R172H/f carcinomas. The proliferation-associated K6 was expressed in both K-ras-p53 R172H/f ( Figure 3E ) and K-ras-p53 f/f carcinomas ( Figure 3F ). Overall, this analysis demonstrates that carcinomas that arise as a result of activation of an endogenous p53 R172H gain-of-function mutation express keratin markers associated with malignant progression and present a more undifferentiated aggressive phenotype compared with tumors that arise as a result of loss of p53.
In support of these findings, we found that over 60% of the K-ras-p53 R172H mice developed metastasis in lungs and/or lymph nodes (Table 1) . This is a remarkable observation, as metastases are seldom observed in WT mice subjected to skin carcinogenesis protocols and were also absent in K-ras-p53 f/f mice, which indicates that endogenous p53 R172H promotes the metastatic potential C and D) , K14 (red) and K6 (green) (E and F), and K14 (red) and K18 (green) (G and H) on frozen sections obtained from carcinomas that developed in K-ras-p53 R172H/f mice (C, E, and G) or K-ras-p53 f/f mice (D, F, and H) . Original magnification, ×100. of skin cancers. Histological examination demonstrated that the lungs and lymph nodes of mice with metastasis had been invaded by epithelial tumor cells (Figure 4 , A-C). In addition, we confirmed that these metastases contained activated K-ras G12D and p53 R172H alleles ( Figure 4D ). The presence of epithelial tumor cells in the metastases was further confirmed by staining with keratin antibodies, which revealed focal areas of cells that expressed K14, K6, and K18 ( Figure 4 , E and F). Although spindle cells, which originate by epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition, are considered to be the most malignant cells in skin cancers, our results suggest that cells that maintain expression of epithelial markers can also metastasize, as previously demonstrated in other mouse models (32) . Overall, these results confirmed that the metastases originated from epithelial tumor cells that had activated the K-ras G12D and p53 R172H alleles and documented that the p53 R172H allele confers gain-of-function properties that accelerate malignant progression and metastasis of skin cancers. The p53 R172H tumors exhibit centrosome amplification and aneuploidy. Previous mouse models have shown that skin and mammary tumors that overexpress p53 R172H exhibit centrosome amplification (20, 33) , a process that may result in genomic instability (34) . To determine whether centrosome amplification also occurred in skin tumors that express the p53 R172H allele, we stained frozen sections of skin papillomas with an antibody specific for centrosomes (35) . This analysis detected supernumerary centrosomes in 3%-5% of the cells in K-ras-p53 R172H/f tumors ( Figure 5, A and B) , but not in tumors that developed in K-ras-p53 f/f mice ( Figure 5C ). Since centrosome amplification may promote tumor progression through mechanisms involving aneuploidy (34), we analyzed the genomic content of skin carcinomas that developed in these mice using comparative genomic hybridization on bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC-CGH) containing over 35,000 BAC clones, which cover more than 98% of the mouse genome. We found that 42% (8/19) of the K-ras-p53 R172H carcinomas analyzed exhibited chromosome gains, compared with 23% (3/13) of the K-ras-p53 f and 20% (1/5) of the K-ras-p53 WT carcinomas, indicating that aneuploidy is more frequent in carcinomas that express the gain-of-function p53 R172H than in tumors that lose p53 or that express WT p53. Interestingly, gains of chromosomes 15 (3/19) and 3 (3/19) were only observed in K-ras-p53 R172H carcinomas ( Figure  5 , D and E), whereas gain of chromosome 6 was observed in tumors of all genotypes.
Because over 50% of the K-rasp53 R172H carcinomas analyzed did not show chromosome amplification in BAC-CGH arrays, we analyzed ploidy on metaphase spreads obtained from tumor cells cultured from 6 K-ras-p53 R172H carcinomas. We found that most of the tumor cells contained 70-90 chromosomes, a near-tetraploid DNA content, which is difficult to detect by BAC-CGH arrays (Figure 5F ). FISH analysis of the metaphase spreads using whole chromosome painting probes confirmed the presence of 4 copies of chromosome 2 ( Figure 5G ), a chromosome not found amplified in the BAC-CGH assays. In addition, multiple copies of chromosome 6 were detected in cells derived from tumors that showed chromosome 6 amplification by BAC-CGH ( Figure 5H ). These findings indicate that skin carcinomas that developed in these models displayed a near-tetraploid DNA content, with increased chromosome gains in tumors that expressed endogenous p53 R172H . Overall, these results suggest that expression of the gain-of-function p53 R172H allele in skin tumors predisposes to centrosome amplification, which may result in accelerated aneuploidy and malignant progression of skin carcinomas.
Discussion
Extensive evidence obtained from clinical studies suggests that mutations in ras and p53 genes are involved in human NMSC development. In addition, studies based on transgenic mouse models and chemical carcinogenesis experiments support a causal role for ras mutations in skin cancer initiation, whereas mutations in p53 may have a prominent role in later stages of malignant progression (36) . Although these observations suggest that ras and p53 mutations may cooperate during skin carcinogenesis, prior to this study, in vivo models to assess cooperation between endogenous ras and p53 mutations had not, to our knowledge, been reported. Since most p53 mutations found in human cancers are gain-of-function rather than loss-of-function mutations, comparing the effects of gain-of-function and loss-of-function mutations was critical to understanding their contrasting roles during skin carcinogenesis. The inducible mouse model described here allowed us to demonstrate that endogenous ras and gain-of-func- G12D and p53 R172H alleles in lung (Lg) and lymph node (LN) metastases (lanes 1-5) using primers described in Figure 1B and Figure 2A . PCR analysis of DNA purified from lungs (lane 6) of a K-ras-p53 R172H/WT mouse was used as control. (E and F) Double immunofluorescence for K14 (red) and K6 (green) (E) and K18 (green) and K14 (red) (F) on frozen sections obtained from lymph node metastases that developed in K-ras-p53 R172H/f mice. Original magnification, ×40 (A), ×100 (B-C, E, and F). tion p53 mutations cooperate in skin cancer initiation, malignant progression, and metastasis.
Previously, several groups including our own have shown that overexpression of oncogenic ras in the skin can result in tumor formation (9-12). Since mutant ras was overexpressed in these mice, these models did not allow assessment of whether endogenous ras mutations, which occur in sporadic human cancers, are sufficient to initiate skin cancer formation. Skin papilloma formation was also reported in a subset of mice that expressed the K-ras G12D allele in the skin (37) . However, the reason for the incomplete penetrance of the tumor phenotype in these mice was unclear. In this regard, we found that skin tumor formation in the K5Cre*-Ras mice only occurs after treatment with the tumor promoter TPA or in areas of the skin subjected to chronic injury, such as ear tags. Similar findings were also reported for mice that overexpressed oncogenic H-ras in the skin under the control of the K1 or K10 promoter (9, 11) . Thus, it appears that a tumorpromoting stimulus is required for the development of skin tumors from epidermal cells initiated by oncogenic ras activation. These observations are in contrast with the spontaneous tumor formation observed upon activation of the K-ras G12D allele in other stratified epithelia such as the oral, anal, and vaginal epithelia (21, 38) , which suggests the presence of intrinsic mechanisms that suppress tumor formation in the skin. Identifying such mechanisms may be useful for developing therapies for tumors that arise in tissues in which induction of K-ras mutations results in spontaneous tumor formation.
Ras mutations associated with skin cancers have been found primarily in H-ras and K-ras genes, although H-ras mutations seem to be more prevalent (4, 5) . Similarly, DMBA preferentially induces H-ras mutations, whereas skin tumors that develop in mice treated with N-methyl-N′-nitro-N-nitrosoguanidine carry primarily K-ras mutations (8) . These observations suggest that K-ras and H-ras mutations may play similar roles in skin cancer development, although these mutations may arise as a consequence of differential sensitivity to carcinogens. In this context, our model represents a genetically defined model that circumvents the use of carcinogens traditionally used in skin carcinogenesis, which induce ras mutations and perhaps other unidentified genetic alterations (7, (39) (40) (41) .
The inducible system allowed us to analyze cooperation between ras and p53 mutations and to compare the consequences of activating endogenous p53 gain-of-function versus loss-of-function mutations in skin cancer development. This analysis demonstrated that activation of a mutant p53 R172H allele, but not loss of p53, cooperates with K-ras G12D in skin cancer initiation. Interestingly, patches of cells that contain missense mutations in p53 are also found in sun-exposed normal human skin (42, 43) . However, skin tumors very seldom arise from these mutant p53 cells, suggesting that additional mutations may be required for tumor development. Our observations indicate that the presence of p53 gain-of-function mutations in epidermal cells can facilitate skin tumor formation when additional genetic alterations such as ras mutations accumulate in these cells. Since tumors that have mutations in p53 do not always carry mutations in ras genes, it is tempting to speculate that p53 mutations may also cooperate with other genetic alterations to initiate skin cancer.
Mice subjected to chemical carcinogenesis protocols exhibit p53 mutations in SCCs, but not in benign papillomas, suggesting a role for p53 mutations in skin cancer progression (44, 45) . Accordingly,
Figure 5
K-ras-p53 R172H tumors exhibit centrosome amplification and aneuploidy. (A-C) Double immunofluorescence for centrosomes (green) and K14 (red) in papillomas that developed in K-ras-p53 R172H/f mice (A and B) and K-ras-p53 f/f mice (C). Nuclei were stained with TO-PRO-3. Note the presence of cells with more than 2 centrosomes in K-ras-p53 R172H/f tumors (A) but not in K-ras-p53 f/f tumors (C). (B) Higher magnification of the area within the white square shown in A. The red staining for K14 was omitted to allow better visualization of multiple centrosomes in the cells. (D and E) BAC-CGH genomic profile for chromosome 3 in a K-ras-p53 R172H carcinoma (D) and a K-ras-p53 f/f carcinoma (E) obtained by plotting log2 ratios for each BAC clone (y axis) according to their chromosomal location (x axis). Note gains throughout the entire chromosome in the K-ras-p53 R172H carcinoma compared with the K-ras-p53 f/f carcinoma, which presents a mostly stable profile. (F) Chromosome counts in metaphase spreads obtained from 6 independent K-ras-p53 R172H carcinomas. (G and H) FISH for chromosome 2 (G) and chromosome 6 (H) using whole-chromosome painting probes on metaphase spreads from K-ras-p53 R172H carcinomas. Magnification, ×100 (A and C), ×1000 (G and H), ×2000 (B).
p53-null mice treated with DMBA/TPA exhibit accelerated tumor progression, indicating that loss of p53 predisposes to malignant conversion of skin tumors (27, 46) . In agreement with these findings, we also observed increased carcinoma formation after deletion of the p53 gene in the presence of the K-ras G12D allele. More striking, however, was our finding that mice that expressed the gain-of-function p53 R172H mutation exhibited accelerated malignant progression and a much more aggressive tumor phenotype, including the ability to develop metastasis, compared with mice that exhibited loss of p53. These observations clearly indicate that the endogenous p53 R172H mutation confers gain-of-function properties involved in malignant progression and metastasis of skin cancers and represent the strongest in vivo evidence to date for an oncogenic role for endogenous p53 missense mutations. Our findings are in agreement with previous reports showing that mice carrying knockin p53 R172H or p53 R270H alleles in the germline developed tumor spectra different from p53-null mice, with increased metastatic potential (18, 19) . Unfortunately, an assessment of the role of gain-of-function p53 mutants in skin carcinogenesis was not possible in these initial reports, since mice homozygous for these mutant p53 alleles succumbed to a wide variety of internal tumors within 5 to 6 months. In the present study, we overcame this limitation of the constitutive knockin model by activating the conditional p53 R172H allele in somatic epidermal cells. The use of this approach in other tissues may reveal the role of p53 gain-offunction mutations in other tumor types. In addition, since the oncogenic roles of different p53 mutations may differ (47) , similar studies will be required to determine the impact of other potential p53 gain-of-function mutations in tumorigenesis.
The presence of supernumerary centrosomes in K-ras-p53 R172H/f mice but not in K-ras-p53 f/f mice may provide a mechanistic explanation for the oncogenic role of p53 R172H during skin carcinogenesis. Abnormal centrosome amplification can lead to defective chromosome segregation, generally resulting in chromosome contents incompatible with cell viability. However, a small proportion of cells may acquire a growth advantage as a result of the gain of chromosomes that carry oncogenes or loss of chromosomes that carry tumor suppressor genes. In fact, we found a correlation between centrosome amplification and accelerated aneuploidy, which may contribute to the malignant properties of the tumors that developed in the K-ras-p53 R172H mice. Similarly, genomic instability was also found in pancreatic tumors that developed in mice that express K-ras G12D and p53 R172H (48) , although it was unclear in that model whether genomic instability was the result of gain-of-function or loss of p53 activity. Despite substantial evidence to suggest that centrosome amplification may lead to genomic instability, we cannot exclude the possibility that centrosome abnormalities arise in tumors that express mutant p53 as a consequence of the more aggressive phenotype of these tumors.
There is a very interesting correlation between the results obtained with our mouse models and the types of p53 mutations found in human skin cancers. Notably, most of the p53 mutations found in human SCCs are point mutations that often coexist in the presence of the WT p53 allele, a mutation pattern expected for gain-of-function mutations (14) . However, the more benign basal cell carcinomas primarily exhibit mutations that introduce stop codons, and both p53 alleles are frequently mutated or deleted (49) . Furthermore, SCCs tend to be aneuploid, whereas basal cell carcinomas are largely diploid. Thus, our observations may provide a causal relation between p53 gain-of-function mutations and the overall more aggressive tumor phenotype found in human skin cancers that harbor this type of mutation.
Studies performed on osteosarcoma cells derived from the p53 R172H germline mutant mice suggested that mutant p53 in these cells may exert its effects, at least in part, through binding and inactivation of the p53 family members p63 and p73 (18, 19) . However, we did not detect binding of p53 R172H to p63 or p73 in epidermal keratinocytes, nor did we find modulation of the p63 and p73 transactivation properties by p53 R172H (Supplemental Figure 2) . These results are not surprising considering that the predominant p63 and p73 isoforms expressed in the skin are the dominant-negative ΔN isoforms and considering the recent finding that TAp63 has tumor-promoting properties in the skin rather than a tumor suppressor role (50) . In addition, Flores et al. have shown that mice heterozygous for either p53 and p63 or p53 and p73 develop broader tumor spectrum than p53 +/-mice. However, skin tumors were not reported in this study (51) , further suggesting that inactivation of p63 and p73 does not play a role in skin cancer development. This scenario suggests that mutant p53 could use different mechanisms to induce malignant properties in epidermal keratinocytes. In this regard, a recent report proposed that mutant p53 can bind and inactivate the NF-Y transcription factor, thereby expanding the spectrum of molecular mechanisms that may contribute to the oncogenic properties of mutant p53 (52) . Although the role of the NF-Y complex in skin cancer is presently unknown, these findings suggest that mutant p53 may exert its oncogenic effects through a variety of molecular mechanisms that may function in a tissue-specific manner.
In summary, our study provides in vivo evidence documenting cooperation between endogenous ras and p53 mutations during skin carcinogenesis and clearly demonstrates an oncogenic role for the gain-of-function mutation p53 R172H in skin cancer development. These observations have profound implications for the future design of antitumor therapies for tumors that carry putative gain-of-function mutations in p53, as these therapies should not only restore WT p53 function but also inactivate the gain-offunction properties of mutant p53.
Methods
Mouse models. Generation of K5.Cre*PR1 and Neo-p53 R172H (previously named Neo-p53 515A ) mice has been described (18, 21) . LSL-K-ras G12D mice were provided by Tyler Jacks (Massachusetts Institute of Technology Center for Cancer Research, Cambridge, Massachusetts, USA) and David Tuveson (University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, USA) (22) . Floxed p53 mice were provided by Anton Berns (Netherlands Cancer Institute, Amsterdam, The Netherlands) (26) . The genetic backgrounds of the mouse lines were as follows: K5.Cre*PR1, C57BL/6; Neo-p53 R172H , 129Sv/C57BL/6; LSL-K-ras G12D , 129Sv/C57BL/6; floxed p53, FVB/129Sv. K5.Cre*PR1 mice were crossed to LSL-K-ras G12D mice to generate K5.Cre*PR1/LSL-K-ras G12D (K5Cre*-Ras). Neo-p53 R172H mice were crossed with floxed p53 to generate Neo-p53 R172H/f mice. K5Cre*-Ras mice were crossed with Neo-p53 R172H/f to generate K5.Cre*PR1/LSL-K-ras G12D / Neo-p53 R172H/WT (K-ras-p53 R172H/WT ) and K5.Cre*PR1/LSL-K-ras G12D / p53 f/WT (K-ras-p53 f/WT ) mice in a mixed genetic background (FVB/129Sv/ C57BL/6). Additional matings between Neo-p53 R172H/f and K-ras-p53 f/WT mice were established to generate K-ras-p53 R172H/f and K-ras-p53 f/f mice. Excision of the stop cassette from the Neo-p53 R172H allele was analyzed using the following primers: R172H reverse, GGAGCCAGGCCTA-AGAGCAAGAATAAGTCA, and R172H forward, GACCCCTTCTCAC-CAAAAACAAAAACAGC. Analysis of excision of the stop cassette from the LSL-K-ras G12D allele and excision of the loxP-flanked sequences from the floxed p53 allele was performed as described in refs. 22 and 26. All experiments involving mice were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of Baylor College of Medicine.
Histological analysis and immunofluorescence. For histology, biopsied tumors were fixed overnight in 10% neutral-buffered formalin at room temperature and then transferred to 75% ethanol, embedded in paraffin, sectioned, and stained with hematoxylin and eosin. For immunofluorescence, tumor biopsies were embedded in OCT compound and frozen at -70°C, and 5-μm sections were obtained and subjected to double-label immunofluorescence using the p53 antibody CM5p (Novacastra) and polyclonal antibodies for K14, K13, and K6 (53) . OCT sections were fixed in methanol for 10 minutes for p53 detection and in 75% acetone/25% ethanol for 15 minutes for keratins, then blocked in 5% BSA and incubated overnight at room temperature with the primary antibody mixes indicated in Figure 1, C and F, Figure 3 , C-H, and Figure 4 , E and F. The sections were then washed with PBS and incubated with secondary antibodies conjugated to Alexa Fluor 488 or 594 dyes (Invitrogen) for 45 minutes at room temperature. Images from stained sections were acquired using a Nikon Eclipse E600 microscope and MetaVue Meta Imaging Series 6.2 software (Molecular Devices) and processed with Adobe Photoshop 6.0.
Confocal imaging and scoring of centrosomes. OCT-embedded tumors were sectioned at 50 μm using a minitome cryostat. The thick frozen sections were mounted onto positively charged slides, fixed, and stained for centrosomes as described previously (35) . Sections were costained with the anti-K14 antibody and TO-PRO-3 iodide (Invitrogen). Immunofluorescence microscopy was performed with a confocal microscope (Zeiss LSM 510). Scoring was accomplished by counting the number of stained nuclei and the corresponding number of centrosomes in tissue sections (35) . A minimum of 300 nuclei/sample were counted.
BAC-CGH. Genome-wide analysis of skin carcinomas was performed as previously described (54) using BAC microarrays containing 35,000 BAC clones.
Metaphase spreads and FISH. Tumor cells growing in 100-mm plates were incubated with 2.5 μg/ml colchicine for 2 hours. After washing with PBS, the cells were detached with trypsin, resuspended in 5 ml medium, and centrifuged at 200 g for 5 minutes. The pellet was washed with PBS, resuspended in 0.056 M KCl, and left at room temperature for 30 minutes. After spinning at 200 g for 5 minutes, the pellet was resuspended in 75% methanol/25% acetic acid, a process that was repeated 2 more times. The cell suspension was spread in drops onto a cold and wet slide, allowed to dry at room temperature, and mounted using VECTASHIELD Mounting Media with DAPI (Vector Laboratories). For FISH analysis, metaphase spreads prepared as described above were hybridized with biotinylated whole-chromosome painting probes (Open Biosystems) for mouse chromosomes 6 and 2 according to the manufacturer's instructions. Chromosomes were visualized by incubation with Texas Red Streptavidin (Vector Laboratories). Images were acquired using a Nikon Eclipse E600 microscope and MetaVue Meta Imaging Series 6.2 software (Molecular Devices).
